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As current resident at Randell Cottage I feel extremely indebted to the Trust for giving me time and 
space to write creatively. But the benefits of such a residency are not confined to giving a writer 
time. When you are accorded such physical and practical support as a writer, particularly if you have 
written alongside other commitments for a long time, it can feel like a great gift, but also it can force 
you to new levels of commitment. Having six months to work on their craft in an uninterrupted 
setting would force most writers into a deeper professionalism. Another transformational aspect of 
a residency like this is the sense of affirmation you gain from being named as ‘a writer’. Such 
opportunities not only validate the writer but preserve writing itself as a valid option, a ‘proper job’ 
in an increasingly vocationally-driven world, where even tertiary education is phasing out or 
reducing funding to arts programmes. Aside from time to write, this residency in particular also 
offers rich opportunities for writers to make connections, both with publishers, other writers and 
their readership. Since my arrival at the cottage I have been offered mentoring-style friendship by 
very established writers, been offered ongoing employment, and had work commissioned by several 
publications, all of which would not have happened were I not the Writer in Residence at Randell 
Cottage. Such connections are invaluable to a writer like myself especially, who is developing 
industry relationships. As a six-month-long residency, the Randell Cottage Trust offers something 
unique in Aotearoa’s letters. Aside from a very few year-long residencies which are offered by 
universities, the opportunities to delve into a book-length project are extremely limited in Aotearoa. 
A prose work is a thing that takes many more hours than other genres of work, and being funded for 
such a stretch is extremely motivating for writers of longer sustained works of fiction. And where 
most residencies are won by very established writers, Randell Cottage Trust supports emerging 
writers, like myself, clearly judging the writer by what they think of their actual creative work, and 
not merely accolades. The Randell Cottage Trust also has a tangible commitment to serving 
communities that might not usually find literature accessible. In my time at the cottage I was 
honoured to be welcomed into Arohata Prison to read as a visiting writer, along with other more 
standard literary engagements. In this way the Trust’s actions really do filter through to many 
diverse and minority groups that are demonstrably underrepresented in literary circles. Lastly, 
residencies very often exclude female-identified writers with children in the years when writers are 
doing their best work. I know many writers who are unable to undertake residencies because of 
their work and childcare commitments. I’ve been extraordinarily lucky in that the Randell Cottage 
Writers Trust have allowed me to bring my partner and two children with me. Opportunities like this 
for working writers with children are almost unheard of worldwide. (If anyone doubts this, do a 
search). The Trust is doing work that is both radical and necessary, and offers opportunities that are 
unique in Aotearoa." Michalia Arathimos 8 March 2021  


